Exam MSc Course Game Theory, University of Twente (19152I-800)
November 61 2OL4
Please motivate all your answers. Note: This exam comes with a cheat sheet that
contains most of the basic definitions. (See the last two pages.) Other necessary
definitions are given in the questions below.
Questions:
1. (3 points) Please give a brief argument or a counterexample to prove or falsify each of the
following statements.

(a) In a sealed bid second price auction, if I know that other bidders are not truthful, I
might gain from not being truthful, too.
(b) In a sealed bid first price auction, a,ssume I happen to know all other bids. Then my
utility depends linearly on my bid b;.
(c) In a 2 x 2 strategic form game, if there is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium, either at
least one player has a dominant strategy, or there are two pure Nash equilibria.

2. (5 points)

Consider the (symmetric) bimatrix game given by
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(a) Compute all Nash equilibria of this game.
(b) Write down a1l conditions that define the correlated equilibria of this game, and give
a correlated equilibrium that is not a Nash equilibrium'

3.

(6 points) Consider the following two player extensive form game'
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Figure 1: 2-player extensive

for* gu*".

(a) Give the comesponding 3x2 bimatrix game.
(b) Compute all Nash equilibria of the corresponding 3x2 bimatrix game, and also give
the corresponding behavioral strategy.
(c) Compute subgame perfect equilibria for this garne, and briefly discuss the outcome.
(7 points) Consider the following three player cooperative game (N,'u)'

s l{u {2} {3} {1,2} {1,3} {2,3} {1,43}
TOTI--2 5 L4 15 Lo 20

:'ilí.reli:,:

(a) Is the game a convex game?
(b)ComputethecoreC(N,u),andthedominationcoreDC(N,u).Aretheyequal?
(c)Whatisthema:rimatvalueof"({2})suchthatthecorestillisnonempty?
5.

(5 points)
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(a) Let ({t,2,3},u) be a threpersgn-ga'me
u({2' 3})'
that 2o({1, 2:3í) >u({1, 2}) + o({1, 3}) +
only if
(b) Prove that a ga'me (N, o) is convex if and
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6.

(5points)Hereweshowthatthepriceofanarchycanbeunboundedwhenthelatency
with
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from s to Í' and it can be splitted arbitrarily'
(a) Assume that one unit of flow is to be sent
ShowthatthepriceofanarchyinthisnonatomicroutinginstanceexceedsS/2(Hint:
Llt/5 x 0'57735)'
(b)Nowadaptthelatencyfunctionsandarguethat,ingeneral'thepriceofanarchycan
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ShowthatthisgamealwayshasapurestrategyNashequilibrium.(Hint:Definea
suitable Pote+tial function')
be > 1 (as
(for pure strategy Nash equilibria) can
(b) Show that the Price of anarchY
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large as 4/3).
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Basic definitions for MSc course on Game Theory
Noncooperative Game TheorY
r Matrix games A € R,,lxÍr'
-PayofirowplayerpAqwithP:mixed'strategyrowplayerandq:mixedstrategy
column player. payoff column player -pAq'
in maxpminqPAg' Minimax
- Maximin strategy p for row player achieves inmaximum
maxp
minq
nAo'
strategy q coluÀ ptuy"t achieves minimum

:
pAq for all (finite) A'
- von Neumann Theorem: maxp minq pAq minq maxp
:
arrd aii ( oap for all
- Entry (i,j) is saddlepoint if. a'ii Z aki fot all & 7'"''ffi
k :1,.. .,n.

o Bimatrix Games (A,B) both € IR-x"

-PayofirowplayerpAqwithP:mixedstrategyrowplayerandq:mixedstrategy
column player, payoff column player pBq'
Carrier of strategy p for row player is C(p)

-

q, > 0}'
p/ and pBq >
Nash equilibrium: strategy pair (p, q) such that pAq à p'Aq for all
pBq/ for all q'.
pure strategies c(p)
Equilibrium principle: (p, q) i, Nash equitibrium if and only if the
to p.
are best replies to q and the pure strategies c(q) are best replies

column plaYer C(q)

-

: U € {1, "',n}:

: {i € {1, "' , m} pt ) 0}' likewise for
'

o Finite

:

(N,

{Sth.r, {,n}r.iu)
strategies of playeli" S -- Sr x "' X S' - N- set of n players, St : :set ofogpure
possible outcomes, oz : mixed strategy of player
set
set of pure strategy profiles
l,ui(i):u.i(sr,.-..,t,):payoffplayeriifpurestrategiess:('tr'"'''s')€Sare
games G

played.

-

Nashequilibrium: strategy profile o

such that for

allplayersi,ui(oi,o-u) >

ui(ol,o-.1) for all oti.
and convex
Brouwer theorem: Every continuous function f : c -+ c with c compact
r'
has a fixed. Point z € C, that is, f (r):
Kakutani theorem: Every upper semi-continuous and convex-valued correspondence /
has a fixed point
on C (thai is, fo, , e ö, iG) e C), with C compact and convex,

r€C,thatis, ref(r).

-

: (or,...,on)

Nash theorem: Every finite game G

r.,-simplex

:

(N, {St}4ery, {un}rer) has a Nash equilibrium'
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Correlated equilibrium: Probability distribution on outcome space
that if
set of all strategy proflles S : (,S',...,S,), that is self-enforcing, meaning
is to ptuy pot" strategy .s7, then D"-ÉS-ePs2"-au1(ss,t-r) Z
correst, e 'Sr' Nash equilibria are (a special type of)
,n"r"-r''r(''r, s-7) for all
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Specifically, for two.player bimatrix games (A,B), a probability
the outcome space is a correlated equilibrium if
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Extensive form games

-

-

Rooted directed tree with nodes u that correspoud to either chance or decision nodes
of the players- Several decisiou nodes (of one player) cnn felp an information set h,
meaning that the nodm u € à are indistinguishable for the plal,er (hence, the possible
actions at all u € h are identical).
Extensive form game has perfect recall if players recall their own past moves.
Extensive form game has perfect information if all information sets à are trivial, that
is, consist of one node only.
Pure strategy

.s4

of player

i:

Precisely one action for each information set à of player i.

Behavioral strategy ba of player i: For each information set à of player
probability distribution over the possible actions at à.

i, bi(h) is a

-

Nash equilibrium of an extensive form game: defined as Nash equilibrium of the corre.
sponding strategic form ga.me. (The pure strategies of player i in that strategic form
game axe formed by combiuation of one action of player i at all its informations sets à.)

-

Outcome equivalence: Two strategies of player i are outcome equivalent if, for each
pure strategy profile s-a of the other players, they generate the same distribution over
the end nodes of the tree.

-

Subgame perfect equilibrium: Behavioral strategy that is a Nash equilibrium for each
subgame induced by the game tree. (In particular, it is a Nash equilibrium for the
whole game tree.)

-

Kuhn theorem: If extensive form game has perfect recall, any mixed stratery o of the
corresponding strategic form game has an outcome equivalent behavioral stratery à.

Cooperative Game Theory
o Cooperative

games (.ö[, u)

.l[ : set of n players, u :2N -+ ]R. value function, ?(S) : worth of coalition ,S, x € IR'
(usually) denotes a payoff vector, and for coalition ,S C N, r(§) :: Drcsrt.
Pre-imputation set : all efficierrt payoffvectors : -I.(N, u) : {x € R." I r(.ní) : u(N)}.

Imputation set : all efficient and individually rational payoff vectors : 1(I[, o) : {x €
R" lr(N): u(N), ri> u({i}) V i e N}.
Core C(N,u) : {x€R" lz(N):u(lr), r(^9) àu(S) VSc N}.
Payoffvector z e I(N,o) is dominated via coalition S if there exists y € 1(N,u) such
that yi ) zl for all i. e S and y(S) S o(S).
Domination core DC(.l[, u) : {x € .f(N, u) | x not dominated} : /(N, o)\[J6*"., D(,S)
where D(,S) i: {z e /(N, u) | z dominated via S by some y e /(}í, u)}.

o

Special types of games

Game (N, u) is supper-additive if u(,S u
Game (N, u) is convexif.u

7) à u(S) + uQ)

YS

fiT :

A.

:2N -+ lR. is supermodular, where supermodularity of u means

u(SuT) +u(,SnT) > u(S)+u(T)V S,T,or equivalently, forall S gT g N\{i},
u(s u {t}) - u(s) < a(T u {z}) - u(").
Game (.Iy',u) is balanced if for each balanced vector À, DsgivÀsu(S) <
where
"(lf),
vector 1E p(2") ) 0 is balanced if for all players i,Ds,o.sls:1.
Bondareva-Shapley Theorem: C(N,u) l0 if. and only if (I[, u) balanced.
Simple games: o(S) e {0, U V S g N and u(I[) : 1. Player i is veto player in asimple
game if (r,(^9) : 1 + i e,5).

-

The f-unanimity€aïne,,for

? e N,

is the simple game (N, u7) with

,r,rr:

if"g,s
otherwise.

{à

Solution values, concepts, etc.

-

Marginal (payoff) vector

-

Nucleolus
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t)!(u(su {i})

u(o(1),

"',o(a

:: J,D, *'.
-,(s)).

Shapley value O(N, u)

lsl

ffi
ts-

"',o(i)) -
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for ,given permutation

o of jv, this is the pa1oft when

players enter a room in order o and every player is handed out the marginal contribution,

mïu) :u(o(l),

t

mr:

-

1))'

Also, for all

i € N, ói(N,

u): *Dr,gs l5l!(rz -

: unique payoff vector x that lexicographically minimizes the vector of ex(e(S,x))sgr, where excess of coalition § at x, e(§,x) :: u(S) - r(S). (Io
padic'ular, it rninimiz€s the ma:rimal'excess among all coalitions ^9.)
Weber *t ,y(]V,u) : conv{m" I o permutation of N}. C(N, u) e W(N,u).
theoiém (Shapley, Ichiishi): C(N, u) : W(N,u) if and only if (N, u) convex.
cesses

Ilarsanyi dividends:

A(") : ug) - Is.,

Ilarsanyi theorem: For all

i

A(^9), where A(0)

ón(N,r):Dr,rerffi,

e N,

:

g.

with iD(N,u):

Shapley

value.

-

Null player

i:

u(S U

{r})

j:

-

u(,S)

:

0 for all S g N.

:

u(S u U}) for all ,S with i, i / S,
:
o(N), additive if ![(u * w) : !Ir(u) + !Ir(tu), symmetric if
Value i[ is efficient if {r(lf)
,h: rlti for symmetric players j, and has the null player property if. thi:0 for null
Symmetric players i,

u(S U

{i})
'i,,

players

-

i.

:

unique payoff vector that is efficient, additive, symShaptey theorem: Shapley value
metric, and has the null player property.

